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Abstract

Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) or congenital hip dysplasia (CDH) is the most prevalent developmental childhood hip disorder. It includes a wide spectrum of hip abnormalities ranging from dysplasia to subluxation and complete dislocation of the hip joint. The natural history of neglected DDH in adults is highly variable. The mean age of onset of symptoms is 34.5 years for dysplastic DDH, 32.5 years for low dislocation, 31.2 years for high dislocation with a false acetabulum, and 46.4 years for high dislocation without a false acetabulum. Thorough understanding of the bony and soft tissue deformities induced by dysplasia is crucial for the success of total hip arthroplasty. It is important to evaluate the existing acetabular deformity three-dimensionally, and customize the correction in accordance with the quantity and location of acetabular deficiencies. Acetabular reconstruction in patients with DDH is challenging. Interpretation of published data is difficult and should be done with caution because most series include patients with different types of hip disease. In general, the complication rate associated with THA is higher in patients with hip dysplasia than it is in patients with osteoarthritis. Overall, clinical and functional outcomes following THA in patients with DDH differ from those treated for primary hip osteoarthritis, possibly due to the lower age and level of activity. Although function scores decline with age, the scores for pain and range of motion presented with a statistically significant improvement in the long-term.
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Introduction

Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) is the most common childhood hip disorder. DDH is characterized by a wide range of clinical and radiographic entities that range from a mild form of hip dysplasia to a high dislocation of the femoral head. Hip instability during infancy usually resolves within the first few weeks after birth without treatment. The reported incidence of DDH is 1-2 per 1000 newborns; the rate of true hip instability ranges from 15 to 20 per 1000 cases. The development of secondary osteoarthritis (OA) to DDH is well established. Twenty-six percent of hip replacements performed in patients over 40 years of age had secondary OA averse period of 20 years, which was attributed to hip dysplasia (1).

The natural course of an untreated DDH is unpredictable. Hartofilakis et al. alleged to correlate the onset of symptoms to the type and severity of DDH; the authors found that the mean age of pain onset was 34.5 for dysplastic DDH, 32.5 years when related to low dislocation of the hip, 46.4 years when related to high dislocation without a false acetabulum and 31.2 years when related to high hip dislocation with the presence of a false acetabulum (2).

Initial attempts for surgical repair have not been successful. In 1948 Smith Petersen presented 12 cases of DDH that were managed operatively with interposition arthroplasty. The method was implemented by several authors (Stinchfield and Carroll and later by Merle D’Aubigne) showing improved results (3). D’Aubignes included a series of 28 strictly selected cases that suffered from DDH with hip dislocation and severe functional deficit (inability to walk one hour without severe pain). It was shown that reposition of the hip to its anatomical position during a hirarthroplasty in young patients was possible. The study suffered only...
Morphology of the acetabulum in patients with DDH

The acetabulum in DDH, as studied with CT images, is characterized by anatomic abnormalities. These consist of shallow articular cavity, increased anteversion, insufficient acetabular coverage of the femoral head and a deficient anterior wall (2,4).

The abnormal joint anatomy is related to a redistribution of stresses onto the femoral head surface and articular cartilage of the acetabulum. Early secondary osteoarthritis (OA) of adults has been associated with residual hip dysplasia at childhood (4). The accuracy of the Severin classification in predicting the severity of degenerative hip arthritis is high; 46% of Severin III/IV hip are associated with severe degenerative changes, compared with only 3% of hips categorized as Severin I/II (5).

Hartofilakidis et al. described the variant deformities of the acetabulum in patients with DDH: dysplasia consists of a shallow acetabulum with a superior segmental defect; the femoral head is covered by the hypoplastic acetabulum (1, 2). Low hip dislocation is characterized by the presence of a false acetabulum that partially covers the true acetabulum; the femoral head is usually contained in the false acetabulum. Anterior segmental defect or a posterior wall deficiency, and increased anteverision are usually present (3). In high hip dislocation, the femoral head is subluxed but still contained in the true acetabulum (2). In low dislocation the femoral head is partially covered by the true acetabulum and articulates with a false acetabulum (3). In high dislocation the femoral head is truly dislocated in a superoposterior position (6). Later modifications of this classification included two subtypes for both low and high dislocations. In low dislocation subtype B1 is related to extended coverage of the true acetabulum by the false acetabulum whereas in type B2 there is little coverage. In high dislocation subtype C1 relates to an iliac wing positioned acetabulum and in subtype C2 the femoral head lies in the abductor muscles. Hartofilakidis et al. demonstrated that type C2 dysplastic hips are associated with higher revision rates compared to type C1 hips (P=0.001) (10).

Preoperative Planning & Radiographic Parameters

X-ray evaluation typically includes an anteroposterior (AP) view of the pelvis and AP and lateral views of the affected hip. Computed tomography (CT) images are more accurate in evaluating the bony deficiencies of the acetabulum.

Classification systems

Several classification have been presented in the current literature. Crowe et al. described a simple method aimed in quantifying the amount of dislocation of the hip (9). Three landmarks identified in an AP x-ray. The radiographic teardrops when joined at their inferior margins consist a reference line. The distance from the medial head-neck junction to this reference line is measured. The amount of dislocation is the ratio between this distance and the vertical height of the pelvis. In this classification four types of femoral head dislocations are described: type 1, 50% dislocation; Type 2, 50-75% dislocation; Type 3, 75-100% dislocation. In types 2 and above the head/neck junction is situated above the reference line by at least 10% in relation to the height of the pelvis. Weaknesses of this classification are related to its inherent inability to explain the underlying pathology, inability to accurately locate the head-neck junction on the pelvis x-ray (1, 2).

The Hartofilakidis classification focuses on the acetabular anatomical variations related to DDH. Three main types are mentioned: hip dysplasia, low dislocation, and high dislocation (1). In hip dysplasia the hip is subluxed but still contained in the true acetabulum (2). In low dislocation the femoral head is partially covered by the true acetabulum and articulates with a false acetabulum (3). In high dislocation the femoral head is truly dislocated in a superoposterior position (6). Later modifications of this classification included two subtypes for both low and high dislocations. In low dislocation subtype B1 is related to extended coverage of the true acetabulum by the false acetabulum whereas in type B2 there is little coverage. In high dislocation subtype C1 relates to an iliac wing positioned acetabulum and in subtype C2 the femoral head lies in the abductor muscles. Hartofilakidis et al. demonstrated that type C2 dysplastic hips are associated with higher revision rates compared to type C1 hips (P=0.001) (10).

Eftekhar presented another classification system for hip dysplasia based on the grade of dislocation of the femoral head. According to this system, the severity of dysplasia is classified into four stages, ranging from dysplasia to complete dislocation. In type A, the acetabulum is slightly elongated in its superoinferior dimension and the femoral head has a characteristic mushroom shape and is flattened. Types B and C are described intermediate and high dislocations, respectively. The true acetabulum is poorly developed. The lower border of the false acetabulum covers the roof of the original acetabulum. Following removal of fibrofatty tissue from the anatomic area of the true acetabulum we can identify the floor of the true acetabulum, which is usually thick. In type D dysplastic hips, the femoral head is totally dislocated. The original acetabulum can be hardly recognized representing a narrow “isthmus” over the fusedtriradiate cartilage (11,12).

All of the above-mentioned classifications (Crowe, Hartofilakidis, Eftekhar), have been characterized as reproducible and repeatable and useful in evaluating and treating DDH (11,13-17).
Acetabular reconstruction in patients with DDH. Radiographic parameters such as Wiberg’s lateral center-edge angle (LCE) and Lequesne’s acetabular index (AI) are used for diagnosis and treatment planning, allowing the preoperative evaluation of possible loss of primary stability in dysplastic hips (18,19). The pathological cut-off values for LCE angle and AI are below 20° and above 12° for the LCE and AI, respectively (19).

Placement of the acetabular component in patients with DDH is very challenging because anatomic landmarks are very difficult to identify and bony anatomy severely compromised. Stanis et al. showed that 25%,7% of acetabular implants are placed outside the true acetabulum in a series of Crowe type III dysplastic hips, compared to a 12% in Crowe type II hips (20).

In an effort to overcome the difficulty in recognizing the true acetabulum, Crowe et al, showed that the center of hip rotation may be accurately identified by placing it at the center of a triangle that is formed by the anterior inferior iliac spine, ischial tuberosity and the obturator foramen (9). Cup should be ideally placed close to the teardrop in order to better restore the acetabular offset and therefore the biomechanics of the hip joint. The distance from the acetabular fossa to the quadrilateral plate should be also estimated carefully because this is associated with the placement of acetabular screws. Therefore, meticulous preoperative templating, which identifies patients’ individual anatomy and available bone stock is essential for preventing suboptimal placement of the acetabular component and accidental penetration into the medial wall of the acetabulum.

**Surgical technique**

**Hip dysplasia / Crowe types I-II**

Medialization of the acetabular implant, placed within the true acetabulum usually is possible. Preservation of the bone stock of the anterior wall, which is usually thin, is necessary during reaming. Cementless press-fit modular cup augmented with two transacetabular screws.

**Low hip dislocation / Crowe type III**

In low hip dislocations / Crowe type III the femoral head is found subluxed and migrated towards a cephalic and lateral direction. The anterior and superior walls are dysplastic creating an oval shape of the acetabulum. Intraoperative recognition of the inferior rim of the acetabulum and identification of the acetabular notch is of paramount importance. These two anatomic landmarks useful to identify the true acetabulum, which is usually covered by the a false acetabulum.

Soft tissue release of the inferior acetabulum is necessary in order to provide adequate exposure. Reaming aims in providing adequate bone coverage. There is not a consensus over the minimum cup exposure (i.e. the amount of acetabular component that is found uncovered from acetabular bone in an anteroposterior radiograph of the pelvis) for a construct to be considered stable. Chanley and Fuegin suggested avoiding THA if the cup exposure exceeds 5mm (21). Garvin et al, suggests that approximately 20% of the superolateral aspect of the cup could be left uncovered by bone, without compromising postoperative implant stability (22). It is suggested that 50-60% coverage of the acetabular implant is sufficient when ultra-porous implants are used. Stability is further enhanced with the use of screws, the benefit of early weight bearing.

Acetabular bone deficiency can be substituted by any of the following methods:

- **A** Acetabular reconstruction of the anatomic hip center using bone graft and/or augments,
- **B** Autogenous impaction grafting,
- **C** Medialization of the anatomic hip joint- Cotyloplasty
- **D** Acetabular reconstruction at a high hip center.

**High hip dislocation / Crowe type IV**

In this type of DDH there is no need for bone graft augmentation. The acetabulum tends to be shallow and the soft tissue contracted due to chronic dislocation. Therefore extensive capsulotomy, iliopsoas tendon release and placement of a small cementless acetabular shell (average outside diameter 38-44 mm) in the anatomic center, which can be localized using as reference marks the cross section of the ischium and pubic rami.

**Implant selection**

Small, monoblock implants or ceramic on ceramic bearing surfaces are preferred (23-26). Cementless reconstruction of the acetabulum is related to lower rates of revision. Cemented reconstruction has been reported to have revision rates of up to 37% (27,28).

Among several implants designs aiming in solving several technical issues that arise in acetabular fitting, Holzapfel et al, presented an oval- shaped cementless press-fit cup to be used with bulk femoral autografts (29). In comparison to hemispherical cups it was found that the oval cups were less successful in re-establishing the hip center of rotation, thus being less favored in use by surgeons.
The Artek cup, which was especially designed for use in dysplastic hips, presented as a good alternative reconstructive option. However, the metal-on-metal articulation raises concerns regarding the increased metal ions release and potential development of allergic reactions and early aseptic loosening, and therefore, it should be used with caution (30).

The 15-face changing cup is designed to position the bearing surface in a less than 45 degrees angle of inclination. This cup was introduced for use in patients with Hartofilakis types A or B deformities (31). Up to now, no available clinical data exist to support the broad use of this component in patients with DDH.

The Muller acetabular roof-reinforcement ring provides adequate surface for fixation of the cup with cement (32). A variation of this implant including a hook was designed in order to deal with bone stock deficiencies (33).

The Centroid Hilock cup consists of a middle solution combining most of the above-mentioned innovations. It combines the properties of a cup and a ring. Koulouvaris et al. presented good clinical outcomes in patients with severe DDH after 5 years of follow-up (34).

**Component anteversion**

The anatomy of the hip joint in patients with DDH is severely altered concerning the acetabular version, the femoral version and the femoral torsion (35). For these cases it is questionable if acetabular and femoral implants should be orientated in such a way to reconstruct individual anatomy or fit within a safe zone. Choosing a correct combined orientation of both components, the acetabular cup and femoral stem, will yield a maximized, stable range of motion (ROM) and will reduce the risk for dislocation. Widmer et al. have shown that final component orientation must consider cup containment, implant impingement with bone and soft tissue, and preoperative skeletal contractures or deformities to achieve the optimal compromise for each patient (36). The technique of combined cup and stem anteversion in THA based on femoral anteversion has been suggested as a method to compensate for abnormal femoral anteversion. The "Ranawat test" for combined anteversion between the cup and stem is a visual judgment when the femoral neck and head are aligned coplanar to the acetabular cup periphery (37). The degree of internal rotation required to reproduce a coplanar head-cup orientation consists the combined anteversion. There is a wide safe zone of 25° to 50° for combined anteversion for THA. Dorr et al. demonstrated that if anatomic stem anteversion is better to compensated with altering cup anteversion than changing stem anteversion to avoid postoperative rotational deformities of the leg and foot (38).

**Use of trans-acetabular screws**

The posterosuperior quadrant which was initially considered a safe zone for screw placement, is not considered to be safe in hips with high dislocation (39). Use of the posterosuperior quadrant has been related to frequent injury of the obturator vessels (40). Safe zones are defined using volumetric CT information with 3D mapping of bone and vascular structures.

**Postoperative care**

Physiotherapy is aimed in restoring pelvic balance
and is individualized according to patients’ status and operative procedure performed. Flexion of the ipsilateral knee prevents sciatic nerve tension. Patients that have undergone trochanteric osteotomy should be warned of an apparent leg lengthening that usually lasts for a period of 4-6 months. Routine pain management and antimicrobial protocols are implemented. Single-dose perioperative antibiotics are usually administered according to local epidemiological data.

**Outcomes**

DDH surgery is related to increased mortality rates, with a higher than expected 6-month mortality rate as observed in a series presented by Boyle et al. Patients suffering from other pathologies such as primary osteoarthritis or rheumatoid arthritis have worse long term outcomes (41-43). Young age is related to higher percentage of postoperative implant failures (44).

**Complications**

Factors such as prolonged operative time, extensive soft tissue releases, use of bone grafts, and extensive surgical wound are related to higher rates of infection, compared to THA for OA (42,43). Sciatic nerve palsy is related to limb lengthening, with increased risk of nerve palsy at >4cm of leg lengthening and 2 cm being considered a safe limit (45,46). Operative techniques and choice of surgical approach influence the rate of postoperative dislocations. Southern approach when performed without repair of external rotators or capsule repair on completion is related to increase rates of dislocations. The use of cementless cups is favored; these cups have a documented 10-year implant survival rate of 94%, in patients with femoral allograft augmentation (24,34,47,48). Higher rates of incorporation of bone grafts with morcelized bone particles from autogenous femoral heads in relation to bulk allografts is noted, a phenomenon attributed to better osseointegration of small bone particles (Figure 2) (49). In cotyloplasty, overzealous medialization leads to increased fixation failures (Figure 3) (50). Changes in the center of rotation are related to altered mechanics of the hip. Bicanic et al. found that for every millimeter of lateral displacement of the cup from its anatomical position the hip load may be increased by 0.7% (51).

**Conclusions**

Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) includes a wide spectrum of hip abnormalities ranging from dysplasia to subluxation and complete dislocation of the hip joint. The natural history of neglected DDH in adults is highly variable. Thorough understanding of the bony and soft tissue deformities induced by dysplasia is crucial for the success of total hip arthroplasty. It is important to evaluate the existing acetabular deformity in three dimensions, and customize the correction in accordance with the quantity and location of acetabular bony deficiencies.

Acetabular reconstruction in patients with DDH is challenging. Excessive acetabular anteversion, deficient anterior wall of the acetabulum, shallow and oblong shape of the acetabulum consist the most common anatomic alterations of the bony anatomy an patients with DDH. Several methods of reconstructions have been proposed depending on the type of dislocation and severity of bony deficiency.

Interpretation of published data is difficult and should be done with caution because most series include patients with different types of hip disease. In general, the complication rate associated with THA is higher in patients with hip dysplasia than it is in patients with osteoarthritis. Overall, clinical and functional outcomes following THA in patients hip dysplasia (DDH) differ from those treated for primary hip osteoarthritis, possibly due to the lower age and higher level of activity.
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